
INTRODUCTION PARAGRAPHS FOR ESSAYS

An introductory paragraph, as the opening of a conventional essay, composition, or report, is designed to grab people's
attention. It informs.

Sometimes, introductions tend to be a bit tricky. It often ends with a thesis statement. Most of the
ratsâ€”customers, I meanâ€”follow a routine pattern, strolling up and down the aisles, checking through my
chute, and then escaping through the exit hatch. Thesis Statements A thesis statement manages to encapsulate
an essay's main argument in a succinct, one-sentence comment. The introductory paragraph includes a
paraphrase of something said by a famous person in order to get the reader's attention. Keep in mind that you
can always adjust your introductory paragraph later. One or two sentences introductory paragraphs can work
very well. Who were the victims? Below are two examples of well structured introductory paragraphs. The
order of these elements especially the last two parts may vary in your own introduction. The first part of the
second sentence provides the topic for this paragraph--imagery in a static scene. Continue Reading. Get the
main focus clear. In the second example, we see a more sophisticated introductory paragraph, but all the basic
introduction elements are present. The last sentence in this paragraph should include a transitional hook to tie
into the third paragraph of the body. Provide Factual or Historical Background as an Introduction In defiance
of an Supreme Court ruling declaring the Indian Removal Act of unconstitutional, Federal and Georgian
authorities proceeded to force the exodus of fifteen thousand members of the Cherokee Nation from their
homes in Georgia to Oklahoma, hundreds of miles to the west. However, the anecdote that you want to
include should be relevant to your topic. What do we have to be prepared for? Here are few simple tips any
student can apply to his writing: Grab the attention of your reader â€” start with something interesting and
unique. An introductory paragraph is very much tied to the question that has been set see Question analysis
workshop , and we use special terms to describe each stage of the introduction. Match the statements to the
correct sentence type. Fortunately, introductions have a recognisable pattern recipe you can follow so that you
do this correctly. The last sentence of the paragraph uses the words "manipulation" and "senses" as transitional
hooks. You can bet on that! Make your introductory paragraph brief. Include an anecdote about someone who
got injured while on a roller coaster. As techniques such as gene splicing become more advanced, the debate
over the morality of modifying life from its natural forms will heat up.


